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This toolkit outlines the step-by-step 
to deliver a tailor-made training for 
volunteers in Criminal Justice 
System (CJS) developed as part of 
Justice Involving Volunteers in 
Europe (JIVE) project. The toolkit has 
been created to assist organisations 
in identifying training needs and 
arrange the most suitable training, 
focusing on specifically themes to 
address those needs.

The aim of this training toolkit is to 

help organisations plan and deliver 

online and workshop sessions 

aimed at volunteers in CJS to 

promote their ability to carry out 

assigned tasks and responsibilities 

e�ectively.

JIVE project establishes a partnership of eight European NGOs working 
in the CJS in order to promote the exchange of ideas and share good 
practices. There are two main areas of work that this project concentrates on: 

1) the value and involvement of volunteers working 
with o�enders, their families and victims and 

2) working e�ectively in partnership with statutory 
and private organisations.
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The Policy Agenda for Volunteering in Europe (PAVE), produced at the end of the 2011 

European Year of Volunteering, o�ers excellent recommendations on various aspects 

of recruitment, training, supporting and managing volunteers in several policy areas. 

However, there is little reference to volunteers working in the criminal justice sector, 

except in terms of support for victims. 

The JIVE project builds upon the recommendations of the Policy Agenda for 
Volunteering in Europe (PAVE) and the opinion of the European Economic and Social 
Committee (SOC/431- EU Policies and Volunteering) and intends to deliver: 

1] A report on the current contribution and value of volunteers in the criminal jus-

tice systems in Europe for dissemination to relevant statutory and non-statutory 

organisations and European bodies, based on creation and design of an electronic 

survey (led by BRIK Institute)

2] A good practice guide on volunteer recruitment, training and support, and 

volunteer training programme (led by Aproximar)

3] Uma avaliação das práticas atuais nas parcerias entre setores, de forma a criar 
um relatório com recomendações para uma cooperação eficaz (realizado pela 
Fundação 180)

4] Cross sector seminars to explore ideas and promote the use of volunteers in 

CJS and regular newsletters highlighting European practice and project develop-

ments (led by Penal Justice Reform Foundation)

5] A final conference in Bucharest, Romania to promote and demonstrate the 

value of volunteers within the CJS and celebrate the successes of the project (led 

by GRADO).
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The development of the training toolkit was done in collaboration with all JIVE partners through a four-step 

development process:

On Convergence, partners established a common perspective on which the curriculum should be and collected 

training practices, existing training materials and development of learning contents.

The phase of the Property involved the co-development of materials and training methodologies. The Portuguese 

partner Aproximar led this cooperative work, defining a list of training materials and assigning these to each part-

ner, according to its scope and experience. This was the most di�cult phase and the one that was more time 

consuming due to the complexity of tasks, including producing the materials in English.

Finally, the Test and Evaluation are associated with pilot actions and intend to put in place the training materials 

which were created and gather feedback from participants on the added value of training. The results of the test 

and evaluation are disclosure in the Pilot Training Report (2016).

CONVERGENCE

PROPERTY

TEST AND EVALUATION

DEVELOPMENT STAGES
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Training Toolkit for Volunteers working in CJS

The conception of the training toolkit was based on 

the results of 3 reports developed within JIVE 

project:

1 |   Highlighting the level and nature of volunteering 

in the criminal justice systems across Europe;

2 |  Reviewing current practices in recruitment, 

training and supporting these volunteers;

3 | Establishing recommendations for e�ective 

co-operation doing an evaluation of current practices 

in cross sector partnerships.

The final version of this toolkit also relies on the results and recommendations of training pilots’ evaluation 

delivered under W/S2 - volunteer recruitment, training and support.

Training pilot’s report

•   Outlined a high level of satisfaction of volunteers 

regarding training contents and delivery methods and 

appreciation of the use of a b-learning format

• Through the self-assessment of skills, it was gathered 

evidence that the training programme is appropriate 

to those who are willing to become volunteers in CJS, 

as volunteers e�ectively increase their skills to work in 

CJS.

The strong features of training programme were 

identified to be its suitability (responds to needs and 

problems regarding volunteering) and expected 

impact (volunteers might improve their activities and 

their role as volunteers and produce greater outcomes 

inside the prison context). 

"The role and value of volunteers in the Criminal 
Justice System: A European study”
Clinks, 2015

"Design and Delivery of volunteering in the 
Criminal Justice System”
Aproximar, 2015

"Building successful partnerships involving volunteers 
in the criminal justice system - A good practice guide"
Stichting 180, 2016

Figure1. Pilot-action data and toolkit results 

Development Stages
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(1)   Training modules are standardized segments that constitutes the training programme. Training modules are autonomous and self-su�cient as it may be applied 

altogether or in a standalone format.

FOR WHO?

Volunteering promoting organisations

Volunteering bene�ciary organisations

Volunteers themselves

The Training Toolkit comprises of seven tools which are described below. The tools are 

organized in a sequential order, as organisations must run across each one to fully complete 

the training for volunteers.

Training Framework

Justice Involving Volunteers in Europe6

TRAINING FOR VOLUNTEERS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM FRAMEWORK

Framework and target audience

The training for volunteers in Criminal Justice System set out by JIVE partners is a modular and tailor-made 

training based on a volunteer profile framework, which reflects skills that need improvement and that training will 

be focused on. This means that JIVE training programme is flexible to all organisations and contexts in which 

volunteer work and thus, when delivering a training course not all modules available may be rolled out. 

 

JIVE training is delivered throughout this toolkit to ease up its deployment and internalisation 

by organisations.



 

The establishment of a pathway enables the consolidation of methodologies and enhances the use of each 

resource of the Training Toolkit, contributing to a reliable training needs’ diagnosis, to the attainment of a training 

that e�ectively meets the needs of learners and to the evaluation of training impact, resulting on a set of added 

value resources.

The di�erent resources presented may be visited in specific documents, making it easier to carry out all steps 

towards delivering an e�ectively training for volunteers to work in CJS.

Training Framework         Training Toolkit for Volunteers working in CJS

Steps to undertake volunteers training

See “Volunteer Profile 
Framework”

Volunteer Profile

• Skills divided by dimensions

• Indicators on knowledge, abilities and attitudes

Self-assessment Tool

• Online mechanism to assess level of skills
  

Cross table

• Mapping modules of training programme by skills.

Justice Involving Volunteers in Europe 7

Figura 2. Training Toolkit for Volunteers working in CJS – available resources



Training Programme

• Description of objectives, learning outcomes. target group, contents, 

training and evaluation methods; identification of training modules.

Training Modules Plans

• Description of objectives, learning outcomes, contents and activities to carry 

out in each module and appropriate learning materials. See Excel files for each 

training module plan.

Training Framework    Training Toolkit for Volunteers working in CJS

Figura 2. Training Toolkit for Volunteers working in CJS – available resources

(continuation)

Learning materials

• Resources to be used to deliver training to volunteers. It comprises of power-

-point presentations, worksheets and documents. See each module folder

Portfolio of learning objects and adjustment requirements

• It lists all the learning materials created within JIVE project and establishes minimum 

requirements to comply when adjusting materials to training courses and groups.

Justice Involving Volunteers in Europe8
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Step 1. Set Volunteer Profile

•   Identify activities volunteers will perform

•  Identify required skills: knowledge, abilities and attitudes

Step 2. Self-assessment configuration

•   Self-assessment survey configuration

•  Run initial self-assessment

•  Analyse knowledge, abilities and attitudes self-awareness

Step 3. Training contents selection

•   Analyze self-assessment results

•  Select the suitable training modules (those which addresses needs)

•  Fine tune session plans, materials, exercises and learning path

Step 4. Action training organisation

•  Online theoretical contents

•  Exercises, role plays in class session

•  Volunteering action plan development

Step 5. Supervision and evaluation

• Ex-post self-assessment fill for training e�ectiveness

• Volunteering supervision

• Impact assessment

When an organisation decides to engage in JIVE training, must take into consideration all these 

steps and take a long look to what is required from each one of them. Annexe 1 provides a checklist 

with all steps and activities within.

JIVE partners advise that any skip of a step may lead to other results than 

those highlighted in JIVE project.

The process for delivering JIVE training is presented below.



Organisation must:

•  Define areas of volunteering intervention and activities volunteer will perform

•  Establish volunteer profile by choosing appropriate skills (indicators of knowledge, abilities and attitudes)

Don’t forget!
Volunteer’s skills and profile must be according to your organisation 
mission and values!

Justice Involving Volunteers in Europe10

Step 1. 
Set Volunteer Profile

What abilities does volunteer need to have in order to work 

successfully in your organisation??

Support on Education

Juridical Counselling

Cultural and Artistic Activities

Personal and Social Skills

Community Links

Prison Spaces Improvement

Goods Delivery

Sports and Healthy Habits

Meditation

Solidarity visiting

Field of
intervention

Training Framework Training Toolkit for Volunteers working in CJS
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Step 2. 
Self-assessment configuration

•  Arrange self-assessment survey with support of online tool.

•  Send survey to group of volunteers that will receive training to run initial self-assessment

•  Analyse knowledge, abilities and attitudes self-awareness and highlight results of skills that have lower 

scores

What skills need improvement??

Attention!
You must explain to volunteers what is self-assessment and its 
purpose. Don’t let volunteers think it intends to evaluate them!

Training Framework Training Toolkit for Volunteers working in CJS
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Step 3. 
Training contents selection

•  Choose training contents through the Cross table of skills and modules.

Which modules and activities will you deliver to a specific 

group of volunteers??

Attention!
Keep short courses. Although they find it important, most 
volunteers don’t have much time available to spent in training

Training Framework

•  Analyse training modules’ plans and learning materials to determine what you must adjust to fit volunteers’ 

needs (skills to improve, age, experience in CJS, professional background) and to create their learning path.

•  Select the most appropriate activities to complete online and in-class sessions, and the necessary changes to 

presentations, including reviewing the learning hours, bearing in mind the Guidance table and the minimum 

requirements (2) 

  (2) Please see Annexe 2.

Justice Involving Volunteers in Europe12
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Step 4.
Action training organisation

How will you deliver training??

Be Careful!
Pay attention to language and IT skills as some volunteers 
might face some di�culties dealing with online contents.

(3)   LMS is a Learning Management System and stands for an online application for the e-learning management and delivery

Organisation must:

•  Decide how to deliver online contents, which online platform should be used (eg, LMS (3) , 

Google drive, Dropbox)

•  Select: place and trainers

•  Define a training timetable according to modules’ plans and volunteers’ availabilities

•  Consider to set a calendar for trainers to accompany learners in synchronous online sessions for 

support and interaction

Training Toolkit for Volunteers working in CJSTraining Framework



Step 5.
Supervision and evaluation

What do you accomplish with training??

Don’t forget!
Final self-assessment is a very important step to prove training 
e�ectiveness. It’s more likely to have a high rate of respondents if 
volunteers fulfil it in last training session.

For closure of training:

    •   Evaluate learners’ satisfaction with the training course

    •   Run final self-assessment to verify the improvement of skills

The volunteer supervision and impact assessment are long-term activities to monitor volunteers’ 

on-job performance.

Justice Involving Volunteers in Europe14
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Concerning temporal milestones, the process depends on the maturity of the organisation, the experience of 

trainers and also on the complexity of skills to be developed. On a standard, the overall training process might take 

at least 1 month (without impact assessment):

Justice Involving Volunteers in Europe 15
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WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4

•  Select skills

• Run initial self-assessment •   Analyze results

•  Choose modules

 •  Adjust plans, 
contents and activities

•  Deliver training

•  Run final self-assessment



 

 

54% (172)

NGO/ 
third sector

European 
network

 

Training Programme for 
Volunteers Working in CJS

Training Programme for Volunteers Working in CJS

Objective

Built knowledge and understanding about the Criminal Justice System. 

The final version of training programme comprises of 12 modules in a B-learning format, lasting for 

73 hours, plus a welcome meeting. Each module lasts for 3 hours, including online and workshop 

sessions. 

The observation period was set up as a key factor for new volunteers to validate their performance and personal 

characteristics, although there are also some learning materials to deliver a preparatory workshop session.

    Training Toolkit for Volunteers working in CJS
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Working with

external agencies

MODULES

Motivational
Interviewing

Introduction to

Criminal Justice System

Introduction to 

volunteer profile and 

self-assessment tool

Risks, boundaries and

self-regulation

Attitudes and values to

crime & Justice

Roles and

Responsabilities

Communication 
skills in managing 

relationships

Client needs’ 
analysis

Evaluation

Handling di�cult 
situations



 
           Training Toolkit for Volunteers working in CJSTraining Programme for Volunteers Working in CJS
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General description
This course has been designed to combine workshops and internet based learning for 

volunteers working in the CJS. Volunteers will have an ‘observation’ period which will 

promote the volunteer’s ability carry out assigned tasks and responsibilities e�ectively. 

Intended audience
All volunteers working within the CJS, specifically those working with (ex) o�enders, 
their families and/or victims of crime.

Keywords and phrases (see glossary for definitions of these terms)
blended learning; client needs analysis; communities of practice; criminal justice system; 

learner; object based learning; observation period; online learning; probation period; volun-

teer; volunteer profile; volunteer readiness; volunteer training; workshop; written assignment

Language of instruction
Language of each country (English; Portuguese; German; Dutch; Hungarian; Italian and 

Romanian)

Course delivery 
The course will be object based learning, which means the delivery can be tailored to fit 

within a portfolio of learning materials, session plans and training activities to 

be used with flexibility according to countries’ and training group needs. Therefore, training 

providers can easily configure training courses in terms of learning materials, resources, leng-

th/duration of workshops, internet based sessions, and observation components.

The learner must attend online sessions before beginning workshop sessions. Online sessions 

will provide the theoretical knowledge required for the training programme and it is expected 

that learners will submit at least one written assignment per module. This will take place via 

an e-learning platform.

The workshop sessions will:

- Develop the practical skills necessary to become a volunteer within the CJS;

- Provide guidance on theoretical knowledge;

- Discuss and provide guidance on all written assignments;

- Build knowledge on subject area and working environment and;

- Develop volunteer’ skills.

Detailed description of the training programme
Training Programme for Volunteers working in the Criminal Justice System (CJS)



Objectives
The learner will:

•   Develop and build knowledge and understanding of the CJS

•   Develop the skills to work e�ectively within the CJS 

•   Develop  the knowledge and skills necessary for working with specific target groups within 

the CJS

Learning outcomes
The learner can:

•  Adopt the responsibilities detailed in the volunteer profile and undertake measures for 

continuous self-development
•  Carry out the tasks and responsibilities needed to take their work forward

•  Work alongside and cooperate with colleagues

•  Display empathy towards (ex) o�enders, their families and/or victims of crime

•  Use and adapt appropriate interpersonal skills when working in stressful situations

•  Identify and address the specific needs of (ex) o�enders, their families and/or victims

•  Recognise the risks associated with the volunteer role and its limitations

Course content
Generic Modules:

Welcome meeting

Introduction to CJS (country specific)

Attitudes and values to crime and justice

Introduction to volunteer profile and self-assessment tool 

Roles and responsibilities

Communication skills in managing relationships

Motivational interviewing/pro-social modelling

Risks, boundaries and self-regulation

Handling di�cult situations

Client needs’ analysis

Working with external agencies

Observation period

Evaluation

Learning hours
Training Programme includes formal training, an observation period and evaluation.

Welcome meeting: 3H

Workshop sessions: 18H

Online sessions: 15H

Observation period: minimum 40H
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Teaching and learning methods
Within the e-learning platform, learner will be able to locate suitable learning support 
materials such as articles, presentations, legislative documents and other relevant 

publications. Learners will be asked to provide at least one written assignment to assess their 

overall understanding of core concepts. (ex: quizz).

During workshop sessions, relevant concepts introduced online will be supported by practical 

examples, and learners are encouraged to share their experiences. Discussion based 

on the practical examples will also take place using case studies, role-plays and other 

techniques.

The observation period can be flexible amongst di�erent countries. The purpose is to provide 

learners with the opportunity to experience real life situations and interact with a broad range 

of professionals within the CJS. During the observation period, informal supervision should 

take place with the Volunteer Manager as a chance to provide feedback to the learner. This 

can include tutoring, mentoring, communities of practice or informal training sessions with 

the trainer/supervisor. 

Assessment method
Self-assessment of skills (pre and post) 

Observation

Individual assignments

Group assignments and activities (collaborative writing, role plays)

Report by the Volunteer Manager

References
Legislative documents of country

Good Practice Guide (produced in the JIVE project)

Code of conduct
It’s requested that learners regularly attend sessions and arrive punctually. 

Class participation is desirable to enhance the achievement of learning outcomes.

Learners must fulfil the online assignments on time as part of the agreed learning plan.

           Training Toolkit for Volunteers working in CJSTraining Programme for Volunteers Working in CJS



Introduction to criminal justice system: 
How Criminal Justice System works at national and local levels; overview of CJS 

flowchart; di�erent agencies working within CJS.

Attitudes and values to crime and justice: 
Volunteers’ attitudes to crime and punishment, prison and o�enders.

Introduction to volunteer profile: 
Self-awareness of the volunteer profile and required skills to work in CJS.

Roles and responsibilities: 
Added value of a volunteer in CJS; roles and responsibilities of a volunteer in CJS; 

volunteer as mentor or befriender.

Communication in managing relationships: 
Types and styles of communication; key skills on assertiveness.

Overview of training modules
Each training module develops the main concepts of each theme and promotes the competences which underlie 

the learning outcomes. Below you can find an overview of each training module to check out what main themes 

are covered and to best understand the training contents in each module. Each module has a presentation and 

activities to be performed by volunteers in order to achieve learning outcomes. These activities can be written 

assignments, group assignments, debates, quiz or role plays.

Justice Involving Volunteers in Europe20
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Motivational interviewing: 
Social learning basics; principles and strategies of motivational interviewing; key 

skills on motivational interviewing.

Risks, boundaries and self-regulation:   
Main risks occuring in CJS; strategies to avoid risks; boundaries of volunteering in 

CJS.

Handling di�cult situations: 
Di�cult situations occuring in CJS; strategies to deal with di�cult situations

Client needs' analysis:
Characteristics and methods; role of volunteer in client needs' analysis.

Working with external agencies
Scope and role of external agencies working in CJS.

Evaluation: 
Evaluation of training programme through learners and trainers points of view.

        Kit para Formação de Voluntários no Sistema de Justiça CriminalProcesso da Formação
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Training sessions planning
All training sessions must planned according to the characteristics of the learners, namely its size, their experience 

in volunteering, in CJS or other fields, level of education or the competences they showed to have or that they 

need to develop.

All modules are planned within a module plan, which envisage the contents, outcomes, activities and resources 

for each module (online and workshop). The modules’ plans are available in an Excel file, in separate 

worksheets for each module online and workshop session.

Each worksheet contains:

MODULE Identification of module

SESSION Identification of online or workshop session

TRAINER Name of trainer responsible for session

GENERAL 
OBJECTIVES

Objectives to be accomplished

OUTCOMES  Learning outcomes expected to be achieved

CONTENTS List of issues addressed 

ACTIVITIES  List and description of training activities to perform by volunteers (1)

RESOURCES

AND LEARNING 
MATERIALS

List of needed resources (eg, pc, internet connection) and appropriate 
learning materials

METHODS Identification of training methods (expositive, active, interrogative or 
demonstrative)

WORKLOAD Number of hours

EVALUATION Description of evaluation methods

(1) The training activities listed can be reduced to adjust to the amount of learning hours or to group’ characteristics. It also includes some tips for trainers.

Justice Involving Volunteers in Europe22



Glossary of
terms
Blended learning

A format of learning that combines workshops with Internet, or online, types of learning. The learning package intends 

to be flexible so the Internet based sessions may be up to the learner to schedule. The workshops will be group based 

and are intended to complement the learning achieved through online sessions.

Client needs’ analysis

A process for determining and addressing the needs of the learner based on the skills, knowledge and experience 

already held. A volunteer might need to develop their learning within specialist fields such as working with older 

people, women or ethnic minorities.  This process is referred to as intensive or non-intensive and takes into account 

the learner’s (volunteers’) intervention subject area.

Communities of practice

Groups of people who share a concern for something they do, and learn how to do it better as they interact regularly 

by sharing information and experiences with each other. The goal is to gain knowledge and expertise related to 

volunteering.

Criminal Justice System

The Criminal Justice System is the set of agencies and processes established by governments which are directed at 

deterring and mitigating crime, or sanctioning those who violate laws using penalties and rehabilitation methods.

Learner 
The person who is undertaking a learning process by acquiring new, or modifying and reinforcing, existing knowledge, 

abilities or attitudes, through study, instruction, and experience. In this programme the learners are volunteers.

Object based learning (learning objects)

A method of learning which uses a variety of objects, which serve as the vehicle for the development of understanding 

of lesson concepts. A learning object can be either a document, video, or multimedia exercise and o�ers a new 

conceptualization of the learning process: rather than traditional, they provide smaller and re-usable units of 

learning.

Glossary of terms                   Training Toolkit for Volunteers working in CJS
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Observation period

This is a period of time where volunteers will be able to experience real life situations based on their role during the 

final part of the training programme. 

 
Online (internet) based learning

A method of learning via an internet based portal which is capable of hosting e-learning contents (such as 

presentations, movies, or documents). It will have an online interactive component that facilitates the learner’s 

interaction with the course (such as forums, internal emailing, video conferencing and other tools).

Probation period

This is the period in which a new volunteer is assessed for his/her suitability for a volunteering role. It will include 

both formal training and an observation period.

Volunteer

A person that is engaged in an altruistic activity and their time is given of their own free will without coercion or 

financial gain.  

Volunteer profile 

This refers to a description of the required skills and abilities of the person that is applying to become a volunteer. 

 

Volunteer readiness

This means the level of preparedness of a volunteer to e�ectively carry out a planned sequence of tasks and 

responsibilities within a role. Readiness is a result of thorough planning and training of volunteers.

Volunteer training

This is a well-structured and flexible curriculum with the aim of suitably inducting and training volunteers.

Workshop

A type of group based learning used to develop the knowledge, abilities and attitudes required to work as a 

volunteer within the CJS. 

Written assignment

A type of learning, with written elements, that intends to help learners develop the core skills needed for 

e�ectively performing a volunteer role. Written assignments have been developed and will be flexible 

enough to accommodate varying levels of existing skills and abilities.

 

Glossary of terms                   Training Toolkit for Volunteers working in CJS
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Annexes
Annexe 1 – Checklist to 

deliver JIVE training
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Annexe 1 
Checklist to deliver JIVE training

Step 1. 
Set Volunteer 
Profile

Activities Completed (4)

Step 2. 
Self-assessment 
configuration

Step 3. 
Training 
contents 
selection

Step 4. 
Action training 
organisation

Step 5. 
Supervision and 
Evaluation

•  Define areas of volunteering intervention and activities 

volunteer will perform

•  Establish volunteer profile by choosing appropriate skills

•  Arrange self-assessment survey with support of online tool  

•  Send survey to group of volunteers that will receive training to 

run initial self-assessment

•  Analyse knowledge, abilities and attitudes self-awareness and 

highlight results of skills that have lower scores

•  Choose training contents through the Cross table of skills

and modules

•  Analyse training modules’ plans and learning materials to 

determine what you must adjust to fit volunteers’ needs and to 

create their learning path

•  Select appropriate activities to complete online and in-class 

sessions, and the necessary changes to presentations (bear in 

mind minimum requirements)

•  Decide how to deliver online contents (online platform to be used)

•  Select place and trainers

•  Define a training timetable according to modules’ plans and

volunteers’ availabilities

•  Consider to set a calendar for trainers to accompany learners 

in synchronous online sessions for support and interaction

•  Evaluate learners’ satisfaction with the training course

•  Run final self-assessment to verify the improvement of skills

 (4) Mark with an X when activity is completed

Justice Involving Volunteers in Europe26
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Annexe 2 – Guidance Table



Guidance Table
This guide contains the list of all learning materials created within JIVE project for each module of training and 

establishes the minimum requirements to comply. Its purpose is to provide a full structure of learning objects for 

organizations and trainers deliver training for volunteers according to JIVE framework.

The order that modules appear in this guide does not intend to be a sequential process for training; instead 

it is just a way to present modules or to configure a full programme. Each module is divided by online and 

class session and both are presented with di�erent learning materials, indicating its title, purpose and minimum 

requirements to be met for each material. This allows organizations and trainers to adjust all 

contents to groups’ specifications and deliver a really tailor-made and suitable training 

while keeping a proper linkage with the framework provided by JIVE. It is also flexible to deliver a training 

both in B-learning format or just face-to-face. 

In the identification of learning materials, there are three types: presentations; worksheets; and documents. The 

option for each type regards learning outcomes and training methods (lecture, demonstration, practice, etc) to 

enhance learning experience by volunteers and to produce e�ective results. 

 

Presentations

Power-point format to be delivered in both format: internet based or workshop 

sessions. Presentations must be short (taking no more than 15 to 20 minutes to 

read) and simple, using topics, diagrams and other dynamic techniques.

Worksheets

Exercises for learners to consolidate knowledge acquired. It might be a 

questionnaire or other tasks/activities to improve knowledge, skills or attitudes. 

It requires that learners give an answer or perform an activity (e.g. role play).

Documents

Relevant information for learners to read and keep.
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Pedagogical game

Worksheet - "Diagnostic 

Questionnaire"

Document - 

"Training Norms"

Presentation  - 

Volunteer Training 

Curriculum

• Present volunteers and trainers to each other

• Promote teamwork by trusting each other 

and together achieve a goal

•  Promote the basis for a networking group

•  Dynamic and fun

• Suitable for di�erent age groups

•  Evaluate learners’ previous knowledge 

and volunteering training expectations 

• Core concepts on CJS

• CJS flowchart

• Volunteering in CJS

• Motivational interviewing

• Expectations on training 

programme

• Provide rules for training and forms for 

registration and contract between learners 

and training provider

•  Rules for training

•  Registration form

• Identify core aspects to present to 

volunteers about the training programme

• Aim

• Duration

• Schedule

• Benefits

Learning Materials Purpose of learning 
material

Minimum Requirements

MODULE: WELCOME MEETING

Annexes Training Toolkit for Volunteers working in CJS



(Online)

Presentation - 

Criminal Justice 

System

(Online)

Worksheet - 

“Criminal Justice 

System Quiz”

(Online)

Document - O�cial 

documents on CJS

(Class)

Worksheet - Case 

Studies on CJS 

flowchart Português

• Present relevant information about the 

theme

Presentation must include:

•  The CJS flowchart 

•  A storyboard on tracking an o�ender 

through the flowchart

•  Basic and appropriate information 

on how CJS works at national and 

local levels (e.g. what agencies exist)

•  Global description of a prison (e.g. 

physical and organizational structure, 

target group, custody services, …)

•  Check learner’s knowledge acquisition
• Questions must address the 

module contents

• Provide learner’s with o�cial information 

Documents selected must specify:

• CJS flowchart

• Legislation documents

• Roles and responsibilities of 

volunteers 

• Describe 2 real situations in which an 

inmate crosses the CJS flowchart

• Situations must be according to 

previous CJS flowchart presentation

(Class)

Worksheet - Case Studies on 

prison services

• Describe 2 real situations involving 

Volunteering and custody services

• Situations must be according to 

previous presentation

MODULE:  INTRODUCTION TO CJS - COUNTRY SPECIFIC 
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Learning Materials Purpose of learning 
material

Minimum Requirements
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(Online)

Presentation - 

Attitudes and values 

to crime & justice

(Online)

Worksheet - "Compendium 

of United Nations standards 

and norms in crime prevention 

and criminal justice

(Online) 

Worksheet - 

“Controversial Statements”

(Class)

Worksheet – “Are you an 

o�ender?”

• Present relevant information about 

the theme

Presentation must include:

•  Principles related to inmates

•  Inmates rights 

•  Examples of crime that show to volun-

teers that almost everyone has already 

commit a crime

It’s convenient that topics are related to 

o�cial documents (e.g. national charter 

of rights)

• Present principles that are essential 

to reflect with volunteers

• Principles chosen must provide appro-

priate reflexion about relevant attitudes 

and values of volunteers

"Part One: Persons In Custody, Non-Cus-

todial Sanctions, Juvenile Justice And 

Restorative Justice", Section 3 - Body of 

Principles for the Protection of All 

Persons under Any Form of Detention or 

Imprisonment"

• Promote debate and allow volunteers 

to share their points of views

• Statements must trigger volunteers to 

reflect on their concepts, stereotypes and 

prejudices towards punishment and 

imprisonment (e.g. “The death sentence 

should be reintroduced for serious 

crimes”)

• Demystify prejudices about criminal 

behaviour

•  The quiz must aware learners to the fact 

that everyone has committed crimes that 

are not necessarily penalized.

MODULE: ATTITUDES AND VALUES TO CRIME AND JUSTICE

Annexes Training Toolkit for Volunteers working in CJS

Learning Materials Purpose of learning 
material

Minimum Requirements



(Online)

Presentation – 

Volunteer profile

(Online)

Worksheet - "Volunteer's 

Strengths and 

Weaknesses"

(Online) 

Worksheet – “Volunteer profile 

self-assessment tool: practical 

application of the categories”

•  Present relevant information about 

the theme

Presentation must include:

• Generic, specific and supportive 

skills

• Description about how to apply 

self-assessment tool

• Examples about completion of 

self-assessment tool

• Reflect on volunteers´ strengths and 

weaknesses

• Diagram must be user-friendly 

and show clearly the strengths 

and weaknesses

• Reflect on the indicators that match 

organization’s volunteer profile

NA

MODULE: INTRODUCTION TO VOLUNTEER PROFILE AND SELF-ASSESSMENT TOOL
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Learning Materials Purpose of learning 
material

Minimum Requirements

(Class) 

Introduction to volunteer profile 

and self-assessment tool
NA NA



(Online)

Presentation – Roles 

and responsibilities of 

volunteers

(Online)

Document - "The volunteering 

as mentoring or befriending"

(Online) 

Document  - Example of 

description of roles and 

responsibilities of volunteers

•  Present relevant information about the 

theme

Presentation must include:

• The added value of a volunteer in 

CJS

• Generic roles and responsibilities 

of a volunteer in CJS

• Di�erent roles of volunteering 

according to types of clients (inmates, 

ex-o�enders, victims, families) and 

settings/agencies

• Di�erence between mentoring or 

befriending and "being a friend"

• Describe the role of mentor and 

befriender
NA

• Identify descriptions of roles and 

responsibilities in di�erent CJS agencies

•  Descriptions must be according to 

reality and provide di�erent settings 

in CJS, e.g. contracts with volunteers 

in prisons or in the community, 

working with inmates or victims

(Class) 

Worksheet - "Expectations 

of being a volunteer"
•  Reflect on volunteer’s expectations

Questions on worksheet must 

address:

•  Reasons to volunteer

• Tasks they might have to undertake 

•  Fears and concerns

(Class) 

Document - "Basic/common 

roles and responsibilities”

•  Clarify information about roles and 

responsibilities of volunteers

• Roles and responsibilities 

identified must be generic and 

report to common tasks 

MODULE: ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
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Learning Materials Purpose of learning 
material

Minimum Requirements



(Online)

Worksheet - 

"Communication styles"

(Online) 

Worksheet - "Am I being 

assertive?”

•  Present relevant information about the 

theme 

Presentation must include:

•  Types of communication

•  Barriers of communication

• Communication styles: aggressive, 

passive, manipulative and assertive

• Key skills on assertiveness: empathy 

and active listening

• Identify the style of communication 

(aggressive, passive, manipulative and 

assertive) in di�erent situations 

NA

•  Test of assertive communication

• Test learners on their use of language 

(verbal and non-verbal) and attitudes of 

assertive communication

Test must:

•  Be simple (no more than 1 page);

•  Include a final score

•  Include a description of how well 

are assertive skills

(Class) 

Worksheet - "Role-play 

situations - assertiveness"

•  Promote assertiveness skills

• Situations must set an initial back-

ground to let learners develop skills 

to promote assertiveness 
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MODULE: COMMUNICATION SKILLS IN MANAGING RELATIONSHIPS

(Online)

Presentation – 

Communicational 

process

Annexes Training Toolkit for Volunteers working in CJS

Learning Materials Purpose of learning 
material

Minimum Requirements
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(Online)

Presentation  - Social 

learning theory

(Online)

Worksheet - “Volunteers 

as role model”

(Online) 

Presentation  - 

Motivational interviewing

•  Present relevant information about 

the theme

Presentation must include:

• Core concepts of social learning 

theory

•  Explanation of the importance of 

volunteers as a role model

•  Examples of how volunteers are 

role models

• Clarify the position of volunteer as 

a role model

•  There must be 3 di�erent situations, 

tasks and domains in which volunteers 

can play a role model, and 3 di�erent 

situations that do not fit for volunteer 

to play a role model

• Situations, tasks and domains must 

cover di�erent agencies and di�erent 

areas of CJS

• Present relevant information 

about the theme

Presentation must include:

• Principles, characteristics and settings 

of motivational interviewing

• Requirements of institutions, clients 

and situations on how to apply motiva-

tional interviewing

• Key skills and strategies to apply moti-

vational interviewing

(Online) 

Worksheet - 

“Motivational Statements” •  Reflect and debate about how 

statements can promote motivation 

or not

(Class) 

Worksheet - 

"Role-play situations – 

motivational interviewing”

•  Promote motivational interviewing 

skills

•  There must be 5 di�erent situations 

occurring in CJS between a volunteer 

and a client

• Situations must set an initial background 

to let learners develop skills to promote 

motivational interviewing

MODULE: MOTIVATIONAL INTERVIEWING

Annexes Training Toolkit for Volunteers working in CJS

Learning Materials Purpose of learning 
material

Minimum Requirements

• There must be statements that 

promote motivation of clients and 

statements that do not promote it

• Statements must show how to 

promote motivation on clients   (e.g. 

“You need to do something about your 

attitude”)



(Online)

Presentation  - Risks 

and boundaries of 

volunteering in CJS

(Online)

Worksheet - “Risks: what 

can I do”

(Online) 

Document - “Important 

boundaries in criminal 

justice system”

•  Present relevant information about the 

theme

Presentation must include:

•  Main risks that volunteers might face 

in di�erent CJS settings (e.g. suicide, 

manipulation, burnout, becoming a 

friend, misleading, etc)

• Core boundaries volunteers must 

respect (e.g. never give all personal 

contacts, keep an agenda of meetings, 

avoid too much emotional bounding, 

ask the manager for support in hard 

decisions, keep confidentiality, etc)

• Promote learners to reflect on what 

they’d do to avoid or deal with risks

There must be 5 di�erent risks in di�e-

rent CJS settings

Risks must:

• Cover di�erent agencies and di�erent 

areas of CJS;

•  Create a background situation that 

allows learners to reflect on their own 

strategies (e.g. a burnout situation, a 

manipulation of an o�ender’s relative, 

etc)

• Reflect with volunteers about the 

boundaries specified and discuss the 

problems if they don’t commit with 

them

Document must contain examples of 

boundaries:

•  That might be established in volunteer 

agreements

•  That are generic to CJS or specific to 

some settings or agencies

(Class) 

Worksheet - "Risks in 

Criminal Justice System”

•  Identify and reflect about the risks 

in CJS

There must be 5 situations in CJS that 

might undertake risks for volunteers;

Situations must trigger volunteers to 

reflect on 5 di�erent and possible 

settings and circumstances.
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Learning Materials Purpose of learning 
material

Minimum Requirements



(Online)

Presentation  - Di�cult 

situations

(Online)

Worksheet - "How I deal 

with di�cult situations?"

(Online) 

Document - "Testimonies 

on handling di�cult 

situations"

• Present relevant information about the 

theme

Presentation must include:

•  Characteristics of CJS and the proba-

bility to occur di�cult situations

•  Di�cult situations occurring in di�e-

rent CJS settings (e.g. prisons or 

community)

•  Di�cult situations involving (ex)o�en-

ders, their families or victims

• Core strategies to deal with di�cult 

situations (with examples of situation 

plus resolution)

• Information that may di�er from 

di�erent agencies (i.e., alert volunteers 

to pay attention on what their agency 

stands for)

The examples of strategies might be 

done with case studies, testimonies or 

videos from other volunteers.

• Reflect on di�cult situations and how to 

deal with them

The worksheet must:

•  Be dynamic, with blank spaces to fulfil

• Allow learners to indicate situations 

(minimum 2) they find di�cult to deal 

and then to identify, for each situation 

their qualities and/or defects to work it 

out.

•  Reflect on strategies to deal with 

di�cult situations
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MODULE: HANDLING DIFFICULT SITUATIONS
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Learning Materials Purpose of learning 
material

Minimum Requirements

There must be 5 di�erent testimonies of 

volunteers, (ex)o�enders, families or 

victims about how di�cult situations 

were dealt.

Testimonies must:

•  Cover di�erent agencies and di�erent 

areas of CJS;

• Show how a di�cult situation was 

resolved, regardless the points of view of 

di�erent persons

Testimonies might be written or by 

video.
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(Class)

Worksheet - "Role-play on 

di�cult situations”

• Promote skills and strategies to deal 

with di�cult situations

There must be 5 di�erent di�cult 

situations occurring in CJS between a 

volunteer and a client

Situations must set an initial background 

to let learners develop skills to deal with 

di�cult situations. 

Situations must include:

• Self-harm or signs of possible suicide

• Conflict between an o�ender and a 

relative

• Emergency, etc

Annexes Training Toolkit for Volunteers working in CJS

Learning Materials Purpose of learning 
material

Minimum Requirements



Anexos
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(Online)

Presentation  - Client needs’ 

analysis in CJS

(Online)

Worksheet - "The role of 

volunteer in client needs' 

analysis "

(Online)

Document - Situations of 

Client Needs' Analysis

•  Present relevant information about the 

theme

Presentation must include:

•  Characteristics of client needs’ 

analysis

• Di�erent methods for conducting 

client needs’ analysis in CJS

• The role of professionals and the 

support of volunteers

• Reflect and identify volunteer’s role in 

client need’s assessment

There must be 3 di�erent situations 

involving client needs’ analysis.

The worksheet must:

•  Be dynamic, with blank spaces to 

fulfil;

• Allow learners to indicate their 

• Identify situations for which CJS 

develops a client needs’ analysis

Situations must:

• Be identified in di�erent CJS settings 

(e.g. prison, community) and di�erent 

clients ((ex)o�enders, families, victims);

• Include 1 or 2 examples of specific 

needs

MODULE: CLIENT NEEDS’ ANALYSIS

Annexes Training Toolkit for Volunteers working in CJS

Learning Materials Purpose of learning 
material

Minimum Requirements

(Class)

Document - "Competencies 

for conducting a Client 

Needs' Analysis"

• Document - "Competencies for 

conducting a Client Needs' Analysis"

Select at least 5 skills in di�erent CJS 

settings (e.g. prison, community) and 

di�erent clients ((ex)o�enders, families, 

victims)



(Online)

Presentation  - External 

agencies working in CJS

(Online)

Worksheet - "Relationships 

between Agencies"

(Class)

Document - "Agency 

procedures"

•  Present relevant information about 

the theme

Presentation must include:

• What are external agencies

• List of external agencies working 

in CJS

• Scope and role of each agency

• Identify di�erent agencies working 

in CJS

The worksheet must:

• Be dynamic, with blank spaces to 

fulfil

• Allow learners to reflect on the 

relations between di�erent 

agencies

• Present relevant procedures of 

volunteer agency

• Document must be a flyer with 

information about the procedures of 

volunteers’ own agency (or tutorial 

organizations)

• Flyer must be dynamic and attrac-

tive focusing the core aspects of 

procedures
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Learning Materials Purpose of learning 
material

Minimum Requirements

MODULE: WORKING WITH EXTERNAL AGENCIES



(Class)

Presentation  - The 

volunteering project

(Class) 

Document - "Guidelines 

for observation period"

(Class)

Document - 

"Volunteering agreement"

•  Present relevant information about the 

theme 

Presentation must include:

•  Aims of volunteering project

• Activities within the volunteering 

project

•  Other core aspects.

•  Present main guidelines for observation 

period to deliver to volunteers

Document must include:

•  Objectives

•  Predicted outcomes

•  Main rules and principles

•  Guidelines for the conduct of the 

volunteer

• Present an example of a volunteer 

agreement, according with national 

requirements

Volunteer agreement must include:

•  Scope and main activities

•  Rules for accessing the di�erent 

locations

•  Identification of volunteer’s manager

•  Assessment system

MODULE: OBSERVATION PERIOD

Annexes Training Toolkit for Volunteers working in CJS

Learning Materials Purpose of learning 
material

Minimum Requirements
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(Class)

"Training Course Reaction 

Evaluation Form - 

Learners"

(Class) 

"Training Course Reaction 

Evaluation Form - Trainer"

(Class)

Document  - Training 

Course Reaction 

Evaluation Report

•  Evaluate learners’ satisfaction

Learners satisfaction with:

• Expectations and aims

• Duration and schedule

• Trainer

• Room and equipment

•  Evaluate trainer’s satisfaction

Trainer satisfaction with:

•  Expectations and aims

•  Duration and schedule

•  Room and equipment

•  Volunteers manager support

• Present the results of the evaluation of 

the training

• Present the results for training 

e�ectiveness (initial and final 

self-assessment)

Document must include:

•  Characterization of learners (total 

number, ages, gender, qualifications, 

previous experience in volunteering)

•  Characterization of the training 

programme (date, general objectives)

•  Results of implementation (number of 

learners who finished the programme, 

number of absences)

•  Reaction evaluation results – Trainees 

(with graphics to support the analysis)

•  Reaction evaluation results – Trainer 

(with graphics to support the analysis)

•  Results of knowledge acquired – 

Trainees (assessment of skills)

•  Improvement actions

MODULE: EVALUATION

Learning Materials Purpose of learning 
material

Minimum Requirements
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